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Abstract
This study aimed to determine the pumping capacity of ram pump. Secondary data were
used in determining the performance of the fabricated ramp pump compared with other
brands. Descriptive method was used and hydraulic analysis was conducted. Findings
revealed that the computed capacity of the constructed ram pump is 11,404.8 liters per day
using the following variables; Fall – 1.8 meters; Rate of Flow or Q – 90 liters/minute;
Lift – 18 meters; Efficiency – 0.66 theoretical value. The efficiency of the constructed ram
pump is 32.96% and do not fall below compared to the performance of the ten leading ram
pumps available in the market. Based on the findings of the study, the constructed ram
pump is comparable to the commercially available ram pump in terms of performance and
efficiency.
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1

Introduction

development of water systems technology
as they have some unique qualities with
Water is vital for the continued existence comparable potentials to gravitational or
of all life; all civilizations need it for mechanical forces.
agriculture and livestock, among others
The rising technology at present drives
(Hardberger, 2005).
The absence of it
humans to continuously improve the way of
means paralysis of human’s activity; its
life. Possible solutions to challenges at hand
inadequate supply means a challenge. For
are within reach also because of human’s
the residents of Barangay Campawog, San
creativity and innovativeness. Hence, the
Fernando, Cebu where farming is the main
current situation of Barangay Campawog can
source of living, water supply is beyond
be addressed by providing an adequate water
necessity as the water source in the area
supply for their household and farm use. This
is located several feet below a treacherous
can be done using a water pump to bring
ravine. Thus, this study claims that the
water up.
combination of pressure-gravitational forces
enhances pumping capacity of water using
The use of ram pump is introduced to cater
ram pump, in particular to the water source the pressing need for adequate water supply
under a treacherous terrain.
of the concerned residents. This is deemed
It has been established that hydraulic ram an economical practice since it only uses the
pumps are ecologically friendly devices using water hammer effect to pump water to a
a renewable energy supply to pump water for higher elevation. It can operate the whole
domestic or agricultural use (Young, 1995). day, seven days a week without interruption.
Hence, in far-flung communities, renewable It is easy to maintain, environmentally
energy generation is most appropriate in friendly, safe, no gas emission, and no heat
response to people’s present needs for they generated during operation. Thus, this study
require low initial and maintenance cost, aims to determine the performance of ramp
with proven technology (Jain Patel, 2014). pump and compare it with the commercially
Pressure forces then are considerable in the available in the market.
*correspondence: greggy3659@yahoo.com
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Ram
Pump
Principles
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Operating closing and opening of the valve, thereby

The Theory.
The theory lies in the
conversion of potential energy into kinetic
energy. An object or mass has weight and
exerts pressure, and it has potential energy
when it is in a stationary condition. When
that object is placed in a certain height or
altitude and let it fall. Its potential energy is
then converted into kinetic energy or energy
in motion.
When a body of water in a confined vessel
with a pipe connection and a stop valve
and placed in a certain height, the body of
water is in a stationary position and has
potential energy. When the stop valve is
opened, and the water is allowed to flow,
then the potential energy of the water is then
converted into kinetic energy. The speed
of the water traveling inside the pipe will
depend on the volume of water in the vessel
and the position of the pipe below the source.
Because of its speed or velocity, the kinetic
energy is converted into pressure. The water
will exert pressure to any object or substance
blocking its path.

creating low pressure and high- pressure
condition inside the pipe or pump body.

Figure 3. Water hammer effect

Figure 4. Low pressure and high velocity condition
of flow

The Ram Pump Operation. The ram
pump uses the water hammer effect. The
concept is to “use the energy of a large
amount of water falling from a small height
to lift a small amount of this water to a much
greater height” (Jeffrey et al., 1992).

Figure 1. Mechanics of flow

Figure 5. Ram pump diagram

If another valve is placed in the outlet
side and will be suddenly closed as the water
travel in the pipe, pressure builds up due to
its weight and speeds, will hit the valve face
with a banging condition. This is called the
“water hammer effect.” The water hammer
effect is a phenomenon that increases the
pressure of water in a pipe over a short
period. The operation of the ram pump
depends on this phenomenon.

The water located above the pump is
allowed to flow in the pipe leading to the
body. Due to its velocity and pressure, the
water closes valve “A”. Due to the sudden
closure of the valve, a high pressure condition
inside the pump body was developed. The
high pressure forced the valve “B” (delivery
valve) to open and allow water to enter into
the air chamber.
At this juncture, the water compresses
the air in the air chamber. The air in
the chamber will behave like a compression
spring and counteract with the pressure
exerted by the water. The two converging
Figure 2. Water hammer phenomenon
forces (spring action of the air and the water
pressure) produces a much higher pressure in
For the ram pump to operate continuously, the area. The high pressure will closed valve
the water hammer effect should be produced “B” (delivery valve) and forced the water to
continuously. This is done by automatically flow into the outlet pipe.
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Figure 6. Ram pump water condition when open
valve

The closure of valve “B” (delivery valve),
causes a sudden drop of pressure in the lower
portion of the pump body. At this point,
valve “A” will open since the pressure in the
area cannot support the weight of the said
valve. Water will escape through the opening
of this valve as waste water. The cycle is
completed and repeated in the same order.

@ 2" φ pipe : V =

0.0015
= 0.764 m/s
(0.05)2

@ 4" φ pipe : V =

0.0015
= 0.191 m/s
(0.1)2

In letter A, the discharge Q of the
hydraulic system is assumed to be 90 L/min
based on the input flow rate at the source,
1.8 m relative to the ground. This Q at
the source affects the power delivered by the
pump, in other words, the greater the Q
at source the bigger the energy delivered in
the pump. It is because the pump utilizes
the water hammer effect due to the dynamic
action of the water on the pump body. Water
hammer induces additional high pressure on
the flow thereby increases the power of the
pump which is dependent on the velocity
delivered from the source. The input velocity
delivered into the pump is proportional to
the discharge from the source. Given Q, the
velocities of the 4 inches drive pipe and the
2 inches delivery pipe are computed as 0.191
m/s and 0.764 m/s respectively.

3.2

Figure 7. Ram pump water condition when closed

Computation of Losses:

3.2.1

2

Methods

The study employed the descriptive method.
The gathered data were compared to the
computed and secondary data.
The
comparative process is to determine if the
constructed ram pump is comparable to the
commercially available unit.

Minor losses:

The following equations are used to
compute for the minor losses due to
piping components.
KcV 2
v2
v2
v2
(2), Kv
(3), Kb
(4), Ke
(5)
2g
2g
2g
2g
@ Source:

KcV 2 0.50(0.764)2
=
= 0.0149 m
2g
9.81(2)

@ Drive pipe: Kv

3

Results and Discussion

HYDRAULIC
ANALYSIS
WATER SYSTEM WITH
PUMP

3.1

Computation
Discharge, Q:

Let Q=

of

v 2 0.06(0.764)2
=
= 0.00179 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

0.57(0.764)2
v2
=
= 0.017 m Darcy-Weisbach
2g
(2)(9.81)
Equation
Kv

OF
RAM

@ pump body:

Pipe

90L
or 1.5L/s or 0.0015 m3 /s
min

Kb

Kb

Velocities: V=Q/A (1)

v 2 1.8(0.191)2
=
= 0.0035 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

v 2 0.90(0.191)2
=
= 0.00167 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

@ Delivery pipe:
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Figure 8. Hydraulic System

Kb

v 2 0.5(0.764)2
=
= 0.0149 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

Roughness,  = 0.0015 mm (plastics)

Kb

v 2 0.6(0.764)2
=
= 0.0079 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

Kinematic viscosity of H2 O, v @ 30o =0.802 × 10−6

v 2 1.0(0.764)2
=
= 0.0298 m
2g
(2)(9.81)

Reynolds number:

Ke

Computation of losses are presented in
letter B. In B.1 the determination of minor
losses starts with the calculation of the
energy loss due to the sudden contraction
of the flow through the pipe inlet at the
source with kc = 0.50. Next is the reduction
of energy at the drive pipe because of the
existing gate valve which is considered fully
open with kv = 0.06. In the pump body,
because the flow is deflected through the
two bends the loss of energy develops using
kb 1.8 and 0.90 in the calculation. In
the delivery pipe minor losses develop at
one bend, at the gate valve and the rapid
enlargement of flow through the pipe outlet.
Computation of major head loss (hf) at the
drive pipe, delivery pipe, pump body, and
air chamber is shown in B.2. The head
loss (hf) is a function of flow properties like
roughness, kinematic viscosity of water at
normal temperature, Reynolds number and
friction factor according to Darcy-Weisbach
equation.

VD
(6)
v
0.764(0.051)
=
= 48583.54
0.802x10 − 6

Re =

Friction factor: f = 
ln(
= 

1.325

0.0015
5.74
ln(
)+(
) 2
3.7(51)
48583.54 0.9

Head loss, hf =
=

Major Head losses: (Frictional
Resistance)

@ Drive pipe:
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2

(7)

= 0.021

0.021(L)(V )2
(8);
2Dg

0.021(14.4)(0.764)2
=0.18m
(0.05)(2)(9.81)

@ Delivery pipe:

hf =

0.021(25.5)(0.764)2
= 0.319 m
(0.05)(2)(9.81)

@ pump body:
E = 0.15 (Cast iron pipe)
Re =

3.2.2

1.325

5.74
+
3.7D
Re 0.9)

F= 

0.191(0.10)
= 23,815.46
0.802x10 − 6
1.325

0.15
5.74
ln(
)+(
) 2
3.7(100)
23, 815.46

= 6.08
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0.028(0.465)(0.191)2
= 0.000244m
(0.10)(2)(9.81)

celerity of pressure wave and velocity of
flow. Celerity C depends on the modulus
of elasticity and thickness.
This means
@ Air chamber:
that the effect of water hammer for flexible
and thinner pipes has a greater impact
0.028(0.3)(0.191)2
hf =
= 0.000156m
than rigid pipes.
Thus, considering an
(0.10)(2)(9.81)
increase in pressure due to water hammer,
the total pressure in the pump body is
3.3 Computation of pressures:
a combination of hydrostatic pressure and
water hammer equal to 128.36 KPa. This
Pressure @ pump body (@ waste valve)
pressure compresses the air in the air
chamber which initially contains atmospheric
Bernoulli’s Energy Equation (BEE) 1 to 2
pressure. The compression behavior of the
air inside the chamber can be well analyzed
V 12
P1
V 22
P2
+
+ Z1,−HL =
+
+ Z2 (9)
2g
8
2g
8
using Boyle’s Law.
hf =

1.8 − HL =

(0.191)2 P 2
+
+0.170m
2(9.81)
8

3.4

1.8 − (0.0149 + 0.00179 + 0.017 + 0.00167
P2
(0.191)2
+
+ 0.170
+ 0.18 + 0.000242)
2(9.81)
8
P2
= 1.8 − 0.388 = 1.412
8

Computation of Compressed
air height @ air chamber using
Boyle’s Law

P2 = 1.412(9.81) = 13.853 KPa

3.3.1

Computation of H2 O Hammer
@ instantaneous closure

Modulus of Elasticity of water EW = 2.2 × 10−9 Pa

Figure 9. Initial condition of pressure-volume

Modulus of Elasticity of cost iron pipe, Ep = 7.135 × 109 Pa
3

Thickness of pipe t = 6.02mm, P = density of H2 O = 1000 kg/m

Initial conditions P1 = 101.325Kpa
π
2
4 (0.1) (1.5) = 0.012

r
Ew
Celerity of pressure wave, c =
(10)
P (1+ DEw
)
tep
r
2.2x10− 9
=
1000kg
DEw
m3

(1+ tEp )

= 599.5 m/s

Increase of pressure
Due to H2 O Hammer, ∆p = pc V (11)
= 1000 (599.5)(0.191) = 114,504.5 Pa
Thus the total pressure @ pump body is
PT otal = ∆P + pcV

Figure 10. Final condition of pressure-volume

= 114.50 + 13.853 = 125.358 kpa

Ptotal = 128.358Kpa + 101.325Kpa V1 =
V2 = ? = 229.683 kpa

The effect of water hammer is accounted
for and it is shown in section D. Water
hammer is related to the density of water,
55
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P1 V1 = PT otal V2 (12)
(101.325)(0.012) = PT otal V2
V2 = 0.005294
Height of air chamber:
h=

V2
(13)
A

= 0.005294
= 0.674m
π
(0.1)2
4
The computation of the resulting volume in
the chamber after compression E. It is shown
in letter E that the volume of air decreases
into 0.67 high more than half of the initial
height of the chamber. Boyle’s law expresses
that the volume and pressure are constant at
any state of matter, in other words when the
pressure in a controlled volume increases the
volume decreases or vice versa.

3.5

Estimated height, H the pump
can deliver and the pump
capacity, p

Pump power P, = Q , E , Q = AV
=

(0.764m/s) π4 (0.05)2 (9810)(23.9m)
746

P = 0.47 hp or 0.5 hp
Bernoulli’s energy equation from pt. 4 to 5
PT otal
δ

V2

+ 0.564+Z4 -HL= 2g5 +

P5
δ

+ Z5

23.91 + 0.564 + 0.3 − (0.00179 + 0.0298) = Z5

pressure at the pump body is close to the
atmospheric condition so the outlet valve
is open considering that the hydrostatic
pressure P2/ý is 13.85 KPa less than the
atmospheric pressure. The computation is
based on the result of the computation using
the Bernoulli’s equation. The dynamic effect
of the flow would lead to closing the valve
rapidly. Due to the immediate closure of the
outlet valve this gives rise to the additional
pressure in the pump, the water hammer.
The increase in pressure compresses the air
in the chamber until reaches equilibrium.
The compressed air in return exerts pressure
that drives the water to the delivery pipe at
a higher elevation. When the pressure at
the air chamber is released the pressure at
the pump body drops below the atmospheric
pressure leading to the opening of the outlet
valve in the pump body then the process
repeats.
Finally, the pump capacity computation is
provided in F. The pump capacity is defined
as the product of discharge, unit weight and
head added by the pump. The head added
is the energy produced by the compressed
air which is the driving power of the water
into the drive pipe. In section F the driving
power in terms of head is resolved as equal
to Ptotal/ý = 23.9 KPa. Using continuity
equation the approximate highest elevation
the water can reach is 24 m. Therefore the
power capacity is almost half of a horsepower.
Actual Pump Performance
The theoretical Ram Pump performance
were computed using this formula,

Z5 = 24.774 − 0.032
Z5 = 24.742m

D=

Q×F ×E
L

Where:
D- Delivery of the ram in Liter/min or
gals./min.
Q- Rate of flow from source in liter/min or
gals/min.
F- Fall of water, height of the source to the
ram pump in meters or feet
E- Efficiency , 0.66 theoretical value
Figure 11. Delivering piping system
L- Lift, the distance from the pump to the
In section C the computation of the point of discharge in meters or feet.
pressure at pump body specifically at point
2 and 3 is illustrated.
Initially, the
Thus: D=? Q=90 liter/minute F= 1.8
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Table 1. Tabulated Data of the Constructed Ram Pump

Source
Rate of
Flow

90
ltr/min

120
ltr/min

Constructed Ram Pump Experiment Data
Drive Pipe Size – 2 inches, Fall = 1.8 meters
Rate of
Lift
Delivery
Per Day
10 meters
15 meters
18 meters
Computed
15,396.48 L/Day
10,264.32 L/Day
8,553.6 L/Day
Rate
Actual

6.31 L/Min

3.69 L/Min

2.966 L/Min

Rate
Efficiency
Computed
Rate

9,086.4 L/Day
38.95%

5,313.6 L/Day
34.17%

4,271.041 L/Day
32.96%

20,528.64

13,686

11,404.8

Actual

8.71 liters/minute

5.136 liters/minute

4.055 liters/minute

Rate
Efficiency

12,542.4
40.32%

7,395.84
35.67%

5,839.2
33.79%

meter L= 18.0 meters E= 0.66
D=

Q×F ×E
=
L

90liter/minx1.8meterx0.66
18meter

= 106.92
= 5.94 liters/minute
18
= 5.94 liter/min × 1440 min/day
=8,553.6 liters/day
Actual Performance
Actual Rate of Delivery =
liters/minute
= 2.966 liters/min. X 1440min/day
= 4,271.041liters/day

2.966

Actual Efficiency
D×L
Q×F
2.966liters/min × 18
90liter/min × 1.8
53.388
162
0.3296 x 100
32.96%

E=
=
=
=
=

Table 1 is the tabulated result of the
experiments conducted on the constructed
ram pump. It indicates that the ram pump
was tested in different source flow rate and
at different fall. It can also be observed
that computed rate of flow, in terms of liter
per day, were indicated. This will allow a
comparison between the computed value and
the actual rate of flow of the constructed ram

pump.
The data indicate that, increasing the
source rate of flow from 90 liters per minute
to 120 liters per minute, will also increase the
performance of the unit in terms of delivery
rate per day and efficiency.
This implies that the source rate of flow
is one factor to consider in increasing the
performance of a particular ram pump.
Comparative tabulation
Table 2 compares the performance of the
different types of ram pump and rank them
based on efficiency, setting the following
variables: at Source Rate of flow= 90
ltr./min., Fall= 7.5 meters, Lift= 75 meters.
The fabricated ram pump was subjected
to the same test. The gathered data were
compared to the secondary data available.
This will establish whether the fabricated
unit is comparable to commercially available
ram pumps. However, facilities available in
the institution did not warrant using the
stated variables, particularly the fall which
is 7.5 meters and the lift which is 75 meters.
It was observed that the variables in the
secondary data used 1:10 ratio between the
Fall and the Lift. This is based on the theory
of ram pump performance that the Lift or
the highest point of discharge can reach as
high as 10-30 times the Fall. Taking this into
consideration, the study used the 1:10 ratio
between the Fall and the Lift. The following
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Table 2. Performance of Fabricated Ram Pump Compared with other Brands using Secondary Data.

Type of Hydraulic
Ram
Vulcan 21/2
Blake Hydram 31/2
Sano No. 5/65mm
Rife 20 HDU
Schlumf 5A23
Alto CH 66-110-18
Briau D4
CeCoCo H50
WAMA No. 6
BZH-Ram W6
Ram on study

Volume of
Driving
Pumping
Water
Rate (q)
Required
(liters/min)
(liters/min)
36-114
6.10
45-96
6.00
50-110
6.95
38-95
5.4
50-100
5.5
50-90
5.4
45-90
5.4
25-115
6.9
60-100
4.5
45-90
2.7
60-120
2.966

Drive Pipe
in inches
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Efficiency
(%)
68
67
77
60
61
60
60
77
50
30
32.96

Table 3. Fabricated Ram Pump Compared to RP200 Performance Data Using Secondary Data
Ram Pump RP200 Performance Data for a Supply (Q) of 120 liter/minute
Delivered over 24 Hours
Working
Lift- Vertical Height to which Water is Raised
Fall (m)
above the Ram (m)
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
2.0
22,810
15,206
11,405
9,124
7,603
6,517
5,702
3.0
34,214
22,810
17,107
13,686
11,405
9,776
8,554
5.0
57,024
38,016
28,512
22,810
19,008
16,293
14,256
8.0
60,826
45,619
36,495
30,413
26,068
22,810
10.0
76,032
57,024
45,619
38,016
32,585
28,512
12.0
68,429
54,743
45,619
39,102
34,214
14.0
79,834
63,867
53,222
45,619
39,917
20,643
13,686
11,468
Computed Rate
Ram in
@ 18
of
Delivery
this
8.71
5.136
4.055
Actual
study
ltr/min
ltr/min
ltr/min
Rate of
(1.8 m)
12,542
7,395.84 5,839.2 Delivery
40.32%
35.67%
33.79%

variables are used in this study; Fall=1.8
meters, Lift= 18.0 meter, Q= 90 liters per
minute.
It is also shown in Table 2 the performance
of the different ram pump models as well
as the performance of the constructed ram
pump. It shows that the efficiency of the 10
ram pump models are from 30 to 77 percent.
The constructed ram pump yielded a 32.96%
efficiency after several tests.
Another test was conducted using the
variables for RP200 Ram Pump. The test
is conducted to determine if the constructed
ram pump is comparable to the RP200.
Table 3, presented the data of RP200 and

Liters

60
3,802
5,702
9,504
15,206
19,008
22,810
26,611

on the constructed ram pump. It can be
observed that the flow rate of the constructed
ram pump is lower compared to the flow rate
of RP200. This is attributed to the Fall used
in the study. The constructed ram pump uses
a Fall of 1.8 while the RP200 uses different
level of Fall.

4

Findings

The following are the significant findings of
the study.
1.
The computed capacity of the
constructed ram pump is 11,404.8 liters per
day using the following variables; Fall – 1.8
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meters; Rate of Flow or Q – 90 liters/minute;
Lift – 18 meters; Efficiency – 0.66 theoretical
value.
2. The actual capacity of the constructed
ram pump is shown as;
a.
2.966 liters/minute or 4,271.041
liter/day using 90 liters/minute as source
flow rate at 18 meters Lift and found out that
its efficiency is 32.96%.
b. 4.055 liters/minute or 5,839.2 liters/day
using 120 liters/minute as source flow rate
at 18 meters Lift and found out that its
efficiency is 33.79%.
3. The efficiency of the constructed ram
pump is 32.96% and do not fall below
compared to the performance of the ten
leading ram pumps available in the market.

5

Conclusion

Based on the findings of the study, the
constructed ram pump is comparable to the
commercially available ram pump in terms of
performance and efficiency.

6
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